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A Merger of Equals? Perhaps Not.  
But One That Benefits Both Equally? Absolutely.

On February 9th, 2011, the Toronto 
Stock Exchange (TMX) and the Lon-
don Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) 
announced plans for a “merger of  
equals” in a $6.9 billion all-stock deal. 
The LSEG shareholders would own 
55% of  the new company, with TMX 
shareholders receiving 45% or the 
equivalent of  2.9963 LSEG shares for 
each TMX share. Early signs of  the 
deal were evident as long ago as March 
2009, when the two entities announced 
a “strategic partnership.” The antici-
pated synergies are estimated to bring 
$56 million in cost savings by the end of  
the second year and increased revenue 
by the same amount by the third year. 
The merger stop date is November 9, 
2011, and in certain circumstances, an 
extension may be granted for 30 days. 
Both parties have agreed not to solicit 
other offers and the deal is pending 
regulatory approval, of  which there are 
more layers on the Canadian side. 

Although the LSEG is technically 
the majority owner of  the new hold-
ing company, is it possible to have a 
merger of  equals if  the TMX reports 
revenue of  $575 million/£362 million 
(December 2010) and the LSEG reports 
$1,027 million/£633 million (Septem-
ber 2010)? Notwithstanding, the TMX 
comes out ahead of  its 154-year elder, 
especially  considering its size. This 
deal should be judged for what it is — a 

merger at the holding company level 
that will help the subsidiaries to grow 
in market capitalization, to enhance 
global strength in listings across asset 
classes, to provide much needed entry 
and exposure to new global markets and 
participants, and to realize economies 
of  scale across lines of  business that will 
make each one more competitive.

At the Holding Company 
Level
The only name change slated for the 
new entity is for the holding company. 
Each exchange and platform will main-
tain its current name, so there will con-
tinue to be a London Stock Exchange 
and a Toronto Stock Exchange, just 
as there still remains a Borsa Itali-
ana after it was bought by the LSE 
in 2007. The new board of  directors 
will be composed of  a non-executive 
chair (Toronto’s Wayne Fox) and two 
non-executive deputy chairs (London’s 
Chris Gibson-Smith and Rome’s Paolo 
Scaroni). Of  the executive directors 
on the board, two are from Toronto 
— Tom Kloet, president, and Michael 
Ptasznik, chief  financial officer — and 
two from Europe — Xavier Rolet, Lon-
don’s chief  executive officer, and Raf-
faele Jerusalmi, Borsa Italiana’s chief  
executive officer. The board will have 
15 members — eight nominated by 
the LSEG (with three envisaged from 

Italy) and seven nominated by TMX. 
The Italian representatives will surely 
be keen to keep Italy’s best interests at 
the table so in reality, London gets five 
and Toronto seven along with the chair, 
who sets the agenda. Both London and 
Toronto will continue to maintain local 
boards of  the legal entities in Europe 
and Canada. And, most importantly, 
each market will still be regulated by the 
national or local regulator that oversees 
it today.

Global support functions have been 
balanced across the TMX and LSEG, 
with co-headquarters in Toronto and 
London. Just as the exchanges will not 
lose their names, the cities that have 
proven to be the best of  the best in their 
respective fields have also won out, with 
centres of  excellence in Montreal, Cal-
gary and Vancouver, as well as Milan, 
Rome and Colombo where the LSEG 
has significant operations. Canadian 
cities will remain headquarters rather 
than branch plants. Montreal will be 
the centre for global derivatives. Cal-
gary will be the global centre for energy. 
Calgary and Vancouver will be the 
co-headquarters for the TSX Venture 
Exchange. Montreal, Toronto, Milan 
and Colombo will deal with technology 
development and services. Milan will 
be the centre of  excellence for fixed 
income and equities trading and Euro-
pean post-trade, which gives the TMX 
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an ideal opportunity to transform its 
fixed income offering from a broker-
to-broker business to trading on an 
electronic platform by learning from its 
counterpart. Global primary markets 
(listing and other issuer services) will be 
overseen in Toronto, where the CFO 
will also be located, and international 
listings will be headquartered in Lon-
don, along with technology solutions, 
information services and post-trade 
services.

New Market 
Capitalization
The combined entity will create a global 
giant in listings on its senior markets 
with 6,700 listed companies with an 
aggregate of  $5.8 trillion/£3.7 trillion. 
Notably, the TSX and LSE have been 
the only successful markets to cater to 
small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) and would have a combined 
3,600 listings focusing on these juniors. 
With these numbers, the entity would 
be the largest exchange in the world for 
mining and resources. 

Where before the two exchanges 
competed for technology and com-
modity companies, together they will 
be a formidable force. Emerging mar-
kets are driving the global recovery 
now underway, and with their develop-
ment comes an ever increasing need for 
resources. With a combined entity and 
global exposure, a potential competitor 
would be cautious about entering the 
market, and the potential for growth is 
far greater as one rather than compet-
ing against each other.

Cross Listings
One significant benefit of  this merger 
will be the increased ability to cross list, 
which is different from relaxed regu-
lation or automatic inter-listing. Any 
company that seeks to list on another 
exchange (given the three geographic 
zones covered by the merged entity — 

Canada, Britain and Italy) must first be 
eligible to list in that country according 
to its national regulator’s criteria. The 
regulators may choose to recognize the 
listing requirements of  one country as 
sufficient to cover certain criteria in 
order to fast track the process (thereby 
creating cost savings for the issuer), but 
the company will still have to meet the 
eligibility requirements outlined by that 
regulator. 

Exposure to new markets and par-
ticipants for investors, issuers and trad-
ers on both sides of  the pond is a key net 
gain for all involved. The main reason 
to cross list is to gain exposure. In this 
case, it would be access to two powerful 
markets: Europe and North America. 
Through the LSEG issuers will gain 
exposure not only to local national 
capital and liquidity but to the rest of  
Europe as well. Through the TMX, 
European issuers will gain access to 
North American markets. Competition 
and economies of  scale will help listing 
fees either go down or stay the same, 
with the added bonus of  greater acces-
sibility to international capital. This 
will also make the venues themselves 
more attractive to issuers. The oner-
ous task of  complying with Sarbanes 
Oxley rules in the United States has led 
many companies to look for an alterna-
tive jurisdiction in which to list. Europe 
would be the next largest market. Now 
Canada can be the destination of  
choice in order to gain access to North 
America as well as to the European 
market. More participants with access 
to an issuer’s stock means more liquid-
ity and enhanced price discovery. 

The merger also opens up a whole 
new world to the issuer who wants and 
sometimes needs a more diversified 
investor base. SMEs will have access to 
global investors that otherwise would 
not have been possible because of  the 
high cost of  listing on two separate, 
competing exchanges. Likewise, inves-

tors will benefit from a more stream-
lined ability for companies to cross list. 
Their access to foreign markets will be 
enhanced as will the pool of  products 
and companies available to them. The 
more listings found on an exchange, 
the more participants are drawn to 
that exchange. More listings brings 
more market participants, which leads 
to more liquidity and price discovery 
— which benefits both issuers and 
investors with tightened spreads and 
increased depth of  book.

Economies of Scale
Another obvious benefit is the econo-
mies of  scale and synergies across busi-
ness lines in technology. The LSEG 
recently migrated its equities market 
to the MillenniumIT system, and is 
reported to be the world’s fastest with 
latency in the microseconds. Technol-
ogy in the exchange industry is not a 
one-time capital outlay. It is costly, and 
it is a barrier to entry. It must be fre-
quently updated as it is one of  the most 
important factors in global exchange 
competitiveness in the completely elec-
tronic world of  trading. The Toronto 
Stock Exchange was a technological 
leader when it closed its open outcry 
trading floor in 1997, but when alter-
native trading systems came on the 
scene in Canada in 2007 it soon fell 
behind in innovation. With these new 
entrants came the necessity to upgrade 
its capabilities. In 2011, the TMX 
can benefit from adopting the Millen-
niumIT engine and taking advantage 
of  the LSEG’s capital outlay to gain 
world-class technological status among 
its global competitors. London has 
already benefited from adopting the 
SOLA platform used by the Montreal 
Exchange for options and futures. 

The projected cost synergies from 
the merger have been estimated to be 
$5.6 million/£35 million by the end of  
the second year.
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Benefits for Canada and 
London — A Good Match
The TMX and LSEG are a good 
match because the merger allows each 
entity to keep its identity. Each is rec-
ognized as a leader in its respective 
fields and, with the cross-over areas, a 
powerhouse can emerge. Rather than 
competing, the components of  the new 
entity can be complementary. Rather 
than one swallowing the other and tak-
ing over its identity, each one’s unique-
ness enhances the overall offering. 

The benefits to stakeholders in 
both countries are obvious: jobs, inno-
vation and competition. Fears of  mas-
sive job loss are unfounded in a merger 
at the holding company level with cost 
savings in technology because all other 
components will stay the same. The 
exchanges will each maintain their cur-
rent structure and regulatory obliga-
tions and therefore service levels. The 
number of  clients to service will not 
diminish, but will rise. Increased cross 
listings will likely create more jobs in 
related sectors such as law, account-
ing, investment banking and trading. 
Any part of  the listings process may see 
a need to hire more staff  to deal with 
the increase of  initial and cross listings. 
Innovation will come with sharing tech-
nology and cross-asset product develop-
ment. Economies of  scale kick in when 
more than one line of  business can par-
ticipate in a technological innovation 
— the likelihood of  which may have 
proven too costly on a one-off  basis. 
At a time when most stock exchanges 
rely on multiple lines of  business and 
simultaneously run several different 
markets, it is imperative to build in 
order to grow and remain competitive. 
The current landscape for competitive-
ness has only one precondition: to be 
global. Domestic players very quickly 
lose ground because they have only 
one arena in which to compete. Going 
global becomes a sheer necessity. 

There is more than a little truth 
in the fact that exchange consolida-
tion has already begun. Those who 
do not participate will watch from 
the sidelines as everyone passes them 
by. On the same day that the LSEG 
and TMX announced their merger 
plans, so too did NYSE Euronext and 
Deutsche Börse. The Australian Secu-
rities Exchange and the Singapore 
Exchange announced their plans late 
in 2010 and BATS Europe has recently 
agreed to buy Chi-X Europe. It is a 
matter of  when, not if. 

In response to the NYSE Euro-
next/Deutsche Börse announcement, 
the LSEG announced plans to roll its 
EDX London into a pan-European 
derivatives business and rename it Tur-
quoise Derivatives, with initial prod-
ucts launching at the end of  March. 
The LSEG is wasting no time waiting 
for the merger decision to be final in 
order to make sure that it stays globally 
competitive. This is how it helps Lon-
don maintain its global dominance as a 
financial centre. Canada can learn some 
valuable lessons from such tactics. As a 
combined entity, Toronto will ensure 
that it also maintains its dominance as 
a global financial centre. Alone, this 
standing can be lost very quickly. 

More importantly, how long can 
the TMX remain a strategic asset when 
its market share has eroded to 75% of  
equity trading? New competitors have 
emerged since 2007 and the TMX has 
lost a lot of  ground. Indeed, in the U.S. 
the NYSE now has a trading market 
share of  only 35% of  the stocks listed 
on its own market and in Europe the 
LSEG is down to about 55%. Exchanges 
in other parts of  the world see the need 
to consolidate. If  it stays on its own, the 
TMX market share will certainly drop 
further, but it is not likely to find another 
offer to merge “as equals.” Unlike the 
LSEG, the TMX has not been courted 
by various players in recent years.

Trading is not the only place the 
TMX may lose ground. Canada has a 
second stock exchange — the Canadian 
National Stock Exchange — which is in 
the process of  connecting to the online 
brokerage community to allow retail 
investors to easily access the stocks 
listed there. Although it is as highly 
regulated as the TMX, because it is far 
cheaper to list on it this hurdle should 
soon be gone. Alpha Trading Systems, 
the alternative venue owned by the big 
banks, has also applied for an exchange 
licence. How much competition can 
the TMX withstand domestically, not 
to mention internationally, before it 
becomes irrelevant as a financial cen-
tre? Stocks do not care about history: 
they go where it costs the least to list, 
where the number of  participants is 
highest and where they can have every 
available competitive advantage.

The LSE bought Borsa Italiana in 
2007 for £1.1 billion and four years 
on it still remains regulated by the Ital-
ian regulators and has kept its name 
— even with this merger, nothing will 
change. Because regulation will be left 
with the local national regulator, no 
foreign entity can dictate standards and 
oversight outside of  its jurisdiction, so 
therefore sovereignty is respected. 

With a fall election in Ontario and 
a possible federal election if  the current 
minority government loses the confi-
dence of  the House of  Commons when 
it delivers its budget on March 22, it 
would be a true Canadian tragedy if  
political posturing won the day over 
a sound business decision that would 
benefit the country as a whole.

A month after the announcement 
of  the merger one question remains: 
Do Canada’s politicians and regulators 
want to let the TMX play hockey in the 
NHL or in the Wednesday night recre-
ational league?  
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